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ABSTRACT

MIA-mi is a feature-length, micro-budget, and digital motion picture, produced, written, and
directed by Yesenia Lima in pursuit of the Master of Fine Arts in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema
from the University of Central Florida. The film is a satirical and naturalistic look at the standing
global image of a city, Miami, FL, and its inhabitants. The guiding question behind the
production is whether a portrayal of a city, outside of its stereotypical portrait in mass media,
could spark and affect a dialogue on the global image of the city and its inhabitant’s ability to
adjust that image rather than conform to it.

The film was produced in a micro-budget (under $50,000) model, following the program’s
guidelines. It was shot on location in Miami, FL, with a volunteer cast and crew. This thesis is a
record of the film’s development from inception to post-production, in preparation for
distribution.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Artist’s Statement

Film is a communal medium. It takes more than one person to create a film and its potential is
fully realized when it can be experienced with and through others. In this regard I aim to make
work that continuously inspires its audience as well as those contributing their skills and talents
to its creation. My focus is on communicating the nuances of everyday life that connect us all as
human beings from my point of view while inviting others to reflect upon and share their own.

To me, film is the ultimate metaphor for life. We all look for where we fit in, how we can
express our ideas, desires, strengths, and even find the ways to compensate for our weaknesses.
As a filmmaker I look for every opportunity to execute this mantra in my work and give my
cohorts a place to do so as well. Thus, I intend that my work provoke, above all else, recognition
of truth, a universal understanding that the work is genuine, not only in the slice of the human
condition that it is exemplifying but also in the process through which it came to be. I aspire to
make films that relate a part of life that is rarely expressed via the cinema. To me, that is
currently a particular city, the people I’ve met there, and the way in which that city is projected
into the mindset of the rest of the country and the rest of the world as well.

This city, Miami, FL, is the city where I was born and raised and ultimately the place that most
strongly influenced my sense of self. It was not until I moved away that I fully realized the one
sided identity that so many came to know of this place. I am greatly interested in the way that
1

other Miami natives tie their identities to that of their hometown as well as people in and from
cities globally. Do we create identities for these places and thus ourselves based on what we see
of them in mainstream media, or is mainstream media simply reflecting what we make these
places to be?

These are questions I will keep exploring in the making of my current project, a feature film,
MIA-mi. I hope the film will invite others to explore the same. I also strive for it to bring a
naturalistic depiction of a social demographic, Hispanics (Americans), which is rarely
dynamically portrayed in film and television. It will hopefully contribute to a dialogue about the
image of Miami, FL and its inhabitants lending to a renewed global and local identity for the
city.

The film follows the interconnecting lives of four Miami natives from different neighborhoods of
the city: Tony, 18, is a high school senior balancing his future and a rocky relationship with his
mom; Juan, 28, is an actor working in Spanish Telenovelas and looking to pursue a mainstream
acting career; Marvin, 25, is living with his grandma as an aspiring rapper; and Laura, 23, is a
college graduate that has moved back home and is planning her next step. All are dealing with
choices about their future that bring to question how their outlooks have been influenced by the
place they’re from. The film explores breaking the tradition of what is portrayed as the essence
of the city through a naturalistic portrayal of its culture, interpersonal relationships, landscape,
etc. An intimate, digital, low-budget aesthetic similar to the style of films considered to be in
the ‘Mumblecore’ genre best serves to tell the story and deliver the most genuine experience of
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the city to natives and foreigners alike. These true to life, almost documentary style scenes are
complimented by more stylized transitions between each character’s stories that give us insight
into their minds, what they are experiencing, and how they are connected in a city that from the
inside can feel smaller than it seems.

What have mainly been seen of Miami via the cinema or television have been insipid, surface
level portraits of drugs, glamour, sex, and violence. This view of the city may be a reflection of
its historically turbulent economy particularly throughout the 70’s and 80’s drug era. However,
these images inform the global identity of the city, ultimately leading to a local identity that is
not accurate to the complex state of the city’s true nature. Inhabitants of this city have no proper
reflection of life there to relate to, thus conforming to the identity that has been fed to them by
mainstream media. For this reason the story strongly employs irony to show local viewers that
what they find to be familiar is no longer serving the image of a city with potential to harbor as
rich and complex stories, art, ventures, ideas, etc. as we see emerging from other major
metropolitan cities.

Cities such as New York, Los Angeles, etc. also fall victim to the same tired tropes used in
media to portray life there. However, they differ in that there have been various artists from these
places to establish an antithesis to these images. For a city with so much intersecting culture
there has yet to be a prominent voice showing Miami in a different light.
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While images or scenarios depicting the stereotypically portrayed content of the city are part of
MIA-mi, it is handled in a way that emphasizes the irony of inhabitants imitating an identity that
they do not relate to. It provides the grounds to explore where the line lies between what we see
or are told of ourselves and how we let that inform us as a community and individuals.

Cinema, Self, and Society

In The Spirit of Cities Why the Identity of a City Matters in a Global Age, Daniel A. Bell and
Avner de-Shalit apply the definition of ethos to a set of values and outlooks that are generally
acknowledged by people living in a particular city. They argue that cities are the vehicle with
which people in the age of globalization oppose singularity or cultural sameness. Cities with an
ethos often have an international reputation, tending to attract visitors and residents that are
drawn mostly by that ethos. The city in question, Miami, FL has a definite, albeit complex and
evolving, set of values by which residents live and outsiders interpret its nature. One medium
through which this ethos has been communicated is film. What has been seen of the city via the
cinema has inevitably put it on the mind-map of people of the world. However, its current
portrait consists of vapid images: drugs, beaches, “beautiful” people, money, etc. My aim is to
understand: In a society that is so heavily informed by media, what are Miami citizens
identifying with and how is this shaping the future of the city? Furthermore, how has the already
established portrayal of the city informed its citizens and global image in present day?
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In 1908, the Kalem Company set up an operation in Jacksonville, Florida as a practical
alternative for northern winter film production. Similar companies explored production in Texas
for the same reason, however Florida proved to be an attractive location for its diverse landscape,
low labor and land costs. At the time Jacksonville was the largest city in Florida and later
attracted several other production companies before Hollywood developed as the go-to film
production hub (Doll, Morrow).

Around this time Miami was shaping out to be a “Winter Playground” for most northerners,
providing many real estate opportunities and recreational activities.
Miami Beach was incorporated in 1915 and for most northerners was synonymous with Miami.
In the mid 1920’s real estate was booming and Miami Beach’s population grew from 30,000 to
75,000.

With the advent of The Great Depression, many developers went bankrupt leaving Miami to be
run by only the wealthy. This crowd defined the Miami lifestyle lending to the city’s image of
being a location for luxury and love. This was reflected in films such as Moon over Miami
(Lang, 1941) in which two sisters vacation in Miami to search for rich husbands.

Moreover, films such as The Palm Beach Story (Sturges, 1942), in which a woman plans to
divorce her husband and run off to Palm Beach to marry a millionaire so that she may use him to
back her husband’s business ventures, continued to reflect this image not only of Miami but
Florida in general.

5

Miami continued to grow economically through to the 50’s. Miami Beach became an attractive
vacation spot for middle class northerners with the addition of then modern and modest art deco
hotels. The 60’s saw a decline in tourism to the city. In this time Cubans made a major impact as
many refugees arrived in the wake of Fidel Castro’s communist regime. The city transformed
into a multicultural society. With many of these new citizens pouring money into local business,
it continued to flourish.

As the 70’s approached, the city suffered from an era of drug violence that lasted well into the
early 1990’s. Films, such as Tony Rome (Douglas, 1967), began depicting it as the cinematic
center of crime in FL. Violence in Miami seemed only to intensify with the occurrence of events
such as the Arthur McDuffie case, leading to the Miami Riots of 1980. The event was the first
major race riot in the U.S. since the late 1960’s breaking out in the predominantly black
neighborhoods of Overtown and Liberty City. It attracted national attention from civil rights
activist with the neighborhoods sustaining millions of dollars worth of damage (Bennett,
Williams).

In the 80’s another wave of Cuban immigrants hit the city via the Mariel Boatlift. More than
125,000 Cubans, most freed from prisons or mental health facilities, arrived in the city straining
economic and housing infrastructures. Miami started to see an increase in immigrants from other
nations as well, such as Haiti, developing the area known today as "Little Haiti".
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Miami became one of the United States' largest importing/exporting ports for cocaine from South
America. The drug industry brought billions of dollars into the city. They were laundered
through front organizations into the local economy (“Awash in a sea of money”, Wakefield).
Again, the signs of prosperity in the city continued to grow: luxury car dealerships, Five-star
hotels, etc. This all culminated in a vision of Miami portrayed through films such as Scarface
(De Palma, 1983), in which a Cuban immigrant rises in power through the drug business and
meets his demise in the face of his own greed.

Though drug violence slowed down coming into the 1990’s we stayed with the image of the city
that had been established. Films such as True Lies (Cameron, 1994), Bad Boys (Bay, 1995),
Striptease (Bergman, 1996), Any Given Sunday (Stone, 1999), all depict people in positions of
power and wealth or people desperately looking to attain these positions through a life of crime
or crime fighting. We also continued to see Florida as a symbol for Paradise with films such as
Body Heat (Kasdan, 1991) in which a Florida heat wave aides in a woman convincing her lover
to murder her rich husband.

In 1992, Hurricane Andrew hit South Florida, causing billions of dollars with of damage just
south of Miami-Dade County (National Disaster Survey Report). By 1996, various financial
scandals involving the Mayor’s Office and City Commissions earned Miami the title of fourth
poorest city in the United States (Dluhy, Howard).
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Even films that seemed to depict more everyday people in the city such as 1996’s The Substitute
(Mandel) still employed overt representations of drug dealing king pins and gang members in the
form of High school teachers and students, showing the city as a place where even the average
high school student is involved in the seemingly only lucrative business in town.

The 2000’s have seen many more immigration debates in Miami highlighted by cases such as
Elian Gonzalez. The city is now under way to what is being called the “Manhattanization of
Miami” with a plethora of new buildings being added to the city’s skyline and public
transportation services starting to expand. Throughout its yo-yo history of wealth and poverty the
city continues to grow and look for ways to maintain a reputation as one of the most prosperous
and exciting metro-cities in the U.S. Yet, we can see that the mainstream films reflecting its
culture and complex dynamic have been very superficial in content. While they have shown a
hyper-realized version of one truth to the city’s history, they neglect to delve into the deeper
issues it has battled over the years.

Although perhaps the global image of Miami continues to be represented by the aforementioned
films and similar Hollywood works, Miami natives have mostly grown past the image of the city
that has been repeatedly spoon-fed to them. There is an overall sense of understanding the ironic
and satirical qualities to be found in films such as the ones previously referenced.

In the midst of a technological revolution in the making of films, the city is at a juncture in which
is has embraced independent film culture and is striving to project a more genuine depiction not
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only of the city but its artists. This is apparent in the development of organizations such as the
Borscht Film Corp., which focuses on telling Miami stories that transcend the city's insipid
exterior and stereotypical misrepresentations in mainstream entertainment (Borscht Corporation,
Web). Local film festivals and independent film art houses, such as the Miami International Film
Festival and O Cinema, have flourished over the last decade as well, with similar mission
statements. We are in transition, en route to creating a more sincere dialogue of the city’s history
and future potential. However, we have yet to finalize the foundation to stand on in realizing this
view.

There have been similar movements in more established metropolitan cities. New York for
example, found a contemporary voice for its changing direction in the work of several
filmmakers. In particular, Spike Lee opened a dialogue for the impending gentrification of inner
city neighborhood Bedford-Stuyvesant through his work in Do the Right Thing (Lee, 1989).
While the film portrayed the hottest time of the year, similar to that in Body Heat, it used this
setting to tell a story that went outside of the tired tropes that had previously been seen of inner
city neighborhoods in film. It relied more on character than plot and carefully crafted the image
of the streets in which these characters lived. The film simultaneously cleaned up the image of
the neighborhood in its portrayal and physically in its production. Lee was said to have hired the
Fruit of Islam to clean the city block of two crack houses, he painted buildings in vibrant colors,
and saw to it that sidewalks and stoops were trash and drug free (Lee).
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In that regard, I hope to do similar work with the making of MIA-mi. The film will follow the
lives of four Miami natives living in different parts of the city. While it looks to showcase the
city outside of the usual representations that are assigned to it, it will also play with the irony of
these depictions as a reality of the city’s image to natives and foreigners alike. Its production
looks to provide opportunities for building community in the city and contributing to discussion
of who its residents are and where they are heading in projecting the ethos of the city globally.
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CHAPTER 2: EVIDENCE OF AESTHETIC LITERACY
Aesthetic Literacy Review

MIA-mi explores breaking the tradition of what is portrayed as the essence of a city, namely
Miami, FL. It touches on culture, interpersonal relationships, the realities of living in different
neighborhoods, etc. What has mainly been seen of Miami via film has been a high-budget,
Hollywood approach, i.e. True Lies, Bad Boys, Scarface, There’s Something About Mary, Miami
Vice, etc. A low- budget aesthetic and intimate digital style best serves the story I want to tell and
delivers the most genuine experience of the city and its people to natives and foreigners alike.
Janie Campbell summarizes the overall tone I aimed to portray of the city and its duality, stating:
“ The fascinating thing about Miami is that it has so many more faces, so many communities
unlike the last one, so much in contrast to any snap judgment on hand, and even many, many
more tongues.” This is an energy and spirit I attempted to capture through the style of the film
and the use of color, diegetic sound, still photography, stylized transitions, etc.

Screenplay

A challenge for MIA-mi is that the film follows the story of four very different characters.
Ultimately, they are all connected through one character, Marvin. However, the story does not
simply follow Marvin and introduce other characters through him. We meet each character
individually and subtly learn that they connect through this common acquaintance. The story
13

relies heavily on subtlety, never looking to predominantly drive any one point above another but
to use several facets of the story, theme, setting, situations, etc. to deliver various layers of
meaning. The screenplay is fully developed and stands alone as a sort of blueprint of the film.
However, there was plenty of opportunity for improvisation, not only from the actors but also in
reaction to the locations we shot in, the settings we utilized, audience involvement, etc. A key
component to the story will be extra online media that will support the main story being told in
the film. This media will consist of social media accounts for characters that range from a twitter
account telling of a character’s interests, events attended, etc., to a YouTube account where a
character will track the progress of his career goals. Overall, this will create a sort of ‘story
design’ or ‘digital composition’ for the film as a whole that goes outside of just the written
screenplay. In a time where digital technology has heavily impacted the process and approach of
making a film, this method seems to encompass a more broad range of tools available to the
production of MIA-mi. This method continues to evolve from an idea supported by Kathryn
Millard, stating: “Digital composing practices have only made improvisation, adaptation and
hybridization of forms and genres more central to writing.” (Nelmes, 145).

Image

The film was shot on the BlackMagic Pocket Camera, for a clear digital image with detail and
depth. The camera is flexible in its set up and works fairly well under low light conditions. As
we used as much natural light as possible when shooting, these features were particularly helpful.
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We used a Tokina zoom lens set and supporting Voightlander lenses with a speedbooster
adapter, thus allowing for certain night time exterior scenes to be shot with very low light. We
originally looked into using Zeiss prime lenses, some of the lenses that were used on Stanley
Kubrick’s Barry Lyndon (1975) and aided in scenes being shot entirely by candlelight. We
planned to supplement the Zeiss lenses with Cooke lenses which give a warm, natural feel to
images, adding depth to what can otherwise be a flat high definition digital image. These lenses
aided in creating a dynamic, colorful look for Steven Soderbergh’s Erin Brockovich (2000) and a
soft, stylistic feel for Neil Burger’s period piece The Illusionist (2006). However, in pursuit of
crafting this particular image we tested the Tokina and Voightlander lenses to find they rendered
a comparable image for what we wanted to achieve at a cost that was much more in line with our
micro-budget model. Below are some still production images that exemplify the dynamic image
we were ultimately able to render with the aforementioned tools working with natural light
conditions whenever possible.

15

Figure 1: MIA-mi Production Still, City Skyline

Figure 2: MIA-mi Production Still, Laura
16

Figure 3: MIA-mi Production Still, Tony and Marvin

Figure 4: MIA-mi Production Still, Juan and Laura
17

Figure 5: MIA-mi Production Still, Marvin and Gladys

Figure 6: MIA-mi Production Still, Laura in Coral Gables
18

Performances

MIA-mi was entirely scripted though I gave the actors freedom to improvise within their given
scenarios. There are a good amount of silent moments as I aimed to develop the characters
subtly, not only through dialogue but also through their actions and body language. We cast a
mix of professional, amateur, and non-actors. This created a challenge in giving direction for
each level of experience but ultimately serves the story by using actors that are as close in
demeanor to the characters they are portraying as possible. This was successful in Peter Sollet’s
Raising Victor Vargas (2001) and the short that preceded it, Five Feet High and Rising (2000).

Sound

MIA-mi is currently in post-production sound. It will mainly use diegetic sound to portray the
most naturalistic feeling of the ambiance of the city. I hope to use music heard on the streets
from passing cars, street performers, etc. A motif that will be frequently visited in the film’s
sound will be the presence of the media. This will mainly include Univision’s news reports,
Miami’s local hip-hop radio station Power 96, and Spanish AM radio show Radio Mambi. We
will not see any of these sources but keep them in the soundscape to again comment on the
image of the city and what its inhabitants accept as their local culture.

19

Motifs and Techniques

MIA-mi highlights the colors that are vivid throughout the city such as teals, oranges, yellows,
magentas, purples, etc. This was done mainly through locations and framing rather than
costumes and props. We did not plan complex camera moves that may have required special
camera equipment but rather looked to keep shots simple and let the framing and composition
enhance the themes of the story. This was done particularly well in Miranda July’s Me and You
and Everyone We Know (2005) which employed mostly natural lighting and contained only a
handful of more complex camera moves such as tracking shots or crane/jib shots for emphasis in
key narrative moments. This film also created visual detail enhancing the themes of isolation in
the digital age by framing characters through windows, mostly staying closer to them when they
are together, and whenever possible presenting an image within an image (i.e. photos, characters
watching a video they are in, etc.). While MIA-mi explores slightly different themes, these
techniques also serve to enhance the theme of a ‘small world’ feel in what is typically perceived
as a large metropolitan city. It also helps to give the audience more information and thus feel
more connected to minor characters in the story. This was used in Gustavo’s Taretto’s Sidewalls
(2011), where we see characters that are neighbors experiencing similar places and events in a
city but always missing meeting each other.

She’s Gotta Have It (1986) and Spike Lee’s chronicle of its making (Lee) are a great inspiration
for this film in that he paid very close attention not only to his characters but also to the portrayal
of the city itself. One scene in particular, the only scene of the film to be shot in color, features
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two dancers performing on a platform in a public park in Brooklyn. Rather than shy away from
the fact that the platform was covered in graffiti, Lee made use of the stage dressing it for the
scene and featuring it as a prominent location. His presentation of this location made the park
seem like a place for the community to utilize normally, calling for citizens to go out and
investigate the space for themselves. Lee captures what Bell and de-Shalit in The Spirit of Cities:
Why the Identity of a City Matters in a Global Age refer to as ‘civicism’, a term that expresses
the sentiment of ‘urban pride’; “the idea that residents of a city are proud of their way of life and
struggle to promote its particular identity.” (Bell, de-Shalit 4).

In that regard, I chose to depict locations in Miami that have not typically been seen in films. I
also chose to use locations that have been seen frequently in films or television shows, presenting
them from a different perspective. Much like what Lee did, this will prompt citizens and visitors
to investigate these locations from a fresh angle, breathing new life into communities and
inspiring citizens to present their own idea of the city, thus evolving its local, and by extension,
global image, creating a communal sense of ‘civicism’ and a vehicle through which to express
the spirit of the city.
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CHAPTER 3: FINANCIAL LITERACY REVIEW
Business Plan

This business plan (the “Business Plan”) is for information only and is not an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy securities. Furthermore, the entire contents of the Business Plan are
confidential and the reader, by accepting the Business Plan, agrees not to disseminate to a third
party or copy the information contained herein, in part or in whole, without the express written
consent of GoatPigDog Productions LLC. The Business Plan is the property of GoatPigDog
Productions LLC and by accepting the Business Plan the reader agrees to immediately return the
Business Plan to GoatPigDog Productions LLC upon request.
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Information and Risk Statement
For Information Only

This business plan (the “Business Plan”) is for information only and is not an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy securities. The Business Plan is not a prospectus and not a private
placement memorandum. The Business Plan and its contents are not to be construed as legal,
business, or tax advice.

Any prospective purchaser of the membership units described in the Business Plan will be
required to demonstrate that (1) he or she has the sophistication, or has retained the services of an
investment adviser with the sophistication, necessary to evaluate the membership units described
herein, and that (2) he or she can afford the total loss of his or her investment. More information
about equity membership is available upon request.

Risk Factors

Using averages to predict the performance of a film, as this business plan does, is ineffective.
The box office gross for a single film is absolutely unpredictable, regardless of financial model
used or the film’s budget, genre, cast, time frame, etc. It is box office gross that drives the
financial success or failure of a film. The statistical measurement of deviation from the mean, or
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variance, is infinite for film box office gross. A single movie’s performance, such as that of MIAmi, is even less predictable than that of public opinion in a political campaign poll, regardless of
method used for prediction. Keep these facts in mind as you read the plan. Also keep in mind,
however, that the statements thus far on box office unpredictability are based on empirical
research that has not measured film performance as a function of the passion, integrity, and
knowledge of the filmmakers coupled with the quality of the script. These are the variables an
investor should ultimately consider when deciding to invest in a film. Unfortunately, no research
supports this assertion.

Movies are amongst the riskiest of assets. Risks involved in the development and promotion of
MIA-mi (the “Motion Picture”) can be grouped into four categories: Production, Distribution,
Company-specific, and General Economic. Production related risks include but are not limited
to: (1) the Motion Picture requiring more financing than was originally anticipated and being
unable to complete production until such financing is achieved; and (2) the final version of the
Motion Picture being substantially different from and inferior to the originally conceived
concept. Distribution related risks include but are not limited to: (1) the Motion Picture being
unable to find a distributor and thus being unable to generate traditional box office revenues; (2)
the Motion Picture not receiving a theatrical release; (3) the Motion Picture receiving an
ineffective theatrical release that neither serves to generate positive cash flow for the picture nor
to increase awareness of the picture for ancillary markets; (4) a distributor of the Motion Picture
deciding to put the interests of one or many pictures it is distributing ahead of the motion picture;
(5) a distributor of the motion picture going bankrupt; (6) the inability of the motion picture to
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compete for public acceptance against the likes of numerous other pictures, many of which will
be supported by advertising campaigns much larger than that of the Motion Picture; (7) the
Motion Picture not being accepted by the public; and (8) the Motion Picture competing against
alternate forms of entertainment such as gaming consoles, cable television, and online
entertainment.

Company-specific risks include but are not limited to: (1) GoatPigDog Productions LLC (the
“Company”) having only one piece of intellectual property, the Motion Picture, and having no
other intellectual property from which to derive revenue; (2) the Company being a start up and
therefore having no operational history; (3) the Company being a start-up and therefore being
subject to the risks common to all start-ups; (4) the Company relying on the expertise of
management to guide it through the marketplace and the expertise of dozens of non-management
persons (actors, distribution executives, postproduction companies, etc.) to successfully develop
and promote the Motion Picture; and (5) there being no market for and no market likely to ever
exist for the membership units. General economic risks include but are not limited to: (1) the
introduction of new and competing forms of entertainment technologies; (2) the deterioration of
general industry and marketplace conditions; (3) unfavorable interest rate movements; (4)
unfavorable currency exchange rate fluctuations; and (5) general industry and market
uncertainty.

One, many, or none of these risks mentioned above may result in the total loss of investment in
the Motion Picture. The risk factors mentioned above do not include all possible risk factors.
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Executive Summary

Introductory Statement

GoatPigDog Productions LLC is being formed for the sole purpose of retaining ownership and
seeking distribution for the full-length feature film MIA-mi. MIA-mi is a naturalistic
drama/comedy budgeted at $20,000 that follows the lives of four Miami, FL natives living in
different parts of the city. Tony, 18; Laura, 24; Juan, 28; and Marvin, 25, all struggle with the
question of staying or leaving and what home means to them. Yesenia Lima, a graduate student
in the University of Central Florida’s Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema MFA program, has
directed the film. We plan to have MIA-mi ready for distributors to examine no later than one
year after completion of production in May 2015.

Management Team

Yesenia Lima stands as the sole owner and manager of GoatPigDog Productions LLC. She is
currently an M.F.A student in the University of Central Florida’s Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema
program where she also teaches undergraduate film courses. She has written, directed, and
produced several short films, as well as gained experience in television production with her time
at WUCF-TV Orlando’s PBS affiliate. MIA-mi is her debut feature film. More:
www.yesenialima.com
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Product Description

MIA-mi is a naturalistic drama/comedy that follows the lives of four Miami, FL natives living in
different parts of the city. Tony, 18, trying to figure out what he’ll do after high school in the
midst of a rocky relationship with his mom; Laura, 24, a college graduate that’s moved back
home in the face of scarce job opportunities; Juan, 28, a telenovela actor struggling between the
comfort of local fame and dreams of a greater career; and Marvin, 25, a “Miami boy” and
wannabe rapper. All struggle with the question of staying or leaving and what home means to
them. Shooting took place in Miami, FL, summer 2014.

Industry Overview

Because MIA-mi is characterized as an independent comedy- drama featuring mostly Hispanic
characters, its market will draw on members of the Hispanic movie-going public who frequent
these types of films. More than two-thirds of the U.S./Canada population (67%) – or 221.2
million people went to the movies at least once in 2012. Males and females went to the movies
at similar levels. As in past years, Hispanics and 12-24 year olds are the most frequent
moviegoers among their respective demographic categories (Theatrical Market Statistics).
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Market Analysis and Marketing Strategy

The many different aspects of MIA-mi create various opportunities for targeted screenings.
Because of the fact that it will feature a mostly Hispanic cast set in Miami, FL the film can be
screened at specialty theaters in the city. Due to the fact that the main characters are between the
ages of 18-27 young adults in the South Florida area can be targeted. Furthermore, because the
film showcases two characters that are aspiring artists it can also be screened at local arts events,
organizations, etc. Regarding internet marketing, sites we will recommend targeting are those
centered on the same types of organizations, theaters, etc. where the screenings should occur.

Motion Picture Distribution

GoatPigDog Productions LLC is primarily concerned with making their film available to their
audience and reaching wider audiences. It will place importance on first implementing selfdistribution marketing plan and release strategies that will establish this awareness. As the film
features an alternative portrayal of the city of Miami than is regularly seen in film and television
and due to partnerships created by the company with various start-up ventures and organizations
in Miami, FL, we believe beginning an independent, self booked, theatrical run of the film in the
city will be possible and aid in establishing a wider local audience. The company aims to also
distribute the film online via platforms such as Netflix, Redbox, Amazon Prime, and iTunes. In
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consideration of international distribution, the film will submit to international film festivals
aiming to attract negotiations with distributors.

Funding Requirement and Projected Returns

GoatPigDog Productions LLC is seeking $10,000 in capital to finance the entire post-production
budget of the motion picture MIA-mi. Several approaches will be taken to complete the postproduction budget including submitting the project for artists grants. At its current stage in postproduction the film still stands to gain support from private equity funding in executing
distribution and related marketing plans. The use of private equity funding ensures that the
advantages of making an independent film can be fully realized. Creative control centered in the
hands of the director ensures a film free from the divisive influence of too many voices. Low
overhead and extreme care in formulating the budget yield a higher potential return for investors.
Profit earned from the release of the film will go firstly to repaying equity members. Payments
will be distributed proportionally according to size of investment.
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Company Description
Company Details

GoatPigDog Productions LLC is an Orlando, Florida-based Limited Liability Company to be
founded once distribution commences. The purpose of the LLC will be to find distribution, and
collect revenues for the full-length digital feature entitled, MIA-mi. MIA-mi consists of dramatic
and comedic elements, characters, and themes geared toward the largest section of the U.S.
Movie-going public, 16-29 year olds. Typically, films of this type produced by studios portray a
more common side of the setting in which the film takes place, Miami, FL. MIA-mi looks to
break that convention. It will be budgeted at $20,000. We anticipate having the film ready for
distributors to examine no later than one year after production is complete, in May 2015.

Company Personnel

Yesenia Lima – Writer/Director/Producer
Yesenia Lima is currently an M.F.A student and in the University of Central Florida’s
Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema program and Teaching Associate in the University’s
undergraduate film program. More: www.yesenialima.com
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Tricia Connelly – 1st Assistant Director/Editor
Tricia Connelly is a graduate of the University of Central Florida’s Cinema Studies program. She
currently works as Creative Content Producer for WUCF-TV Central Florida’s PBS affiliate.

Benjamin Michel – Cinematographer
A graduate of the University of Central Florida’s Cinema Studies program, Benjamin Michel
works as a freelance cinematographer and photographer in Oakland, CA. More:
www.benjaminmichel.com

Product Description
Synopsis
MIA-mi
What’s your Miami?

MIA-mi is a narrative, feature length, micro-budget, and digital motion picture featuring four
short stories of young adults living in different parts of Miami, FL.
Tony, 18, lives in Little Havana with his mom Yolanda, 42. He is trying to figure out what he’ll
do after high school in the midst of a rocky relationship with her. He is caught in the middle of
wanting more from life and not wanting to leave his home and family behind. He gets little
direction from his closest peer/role model Marvin. Things turn around when he meets his
school’s new college counselor, Laura.
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Laura, 23, is a college graduate that has moved back home with her parents in Coral Gables in
the face of scarce job opportunities. She searches for direction while adjusting back to her circle
of friends and considering a relationship that she was forced to leave behind after graduation.
Juan, 28, lives in Brickell and enjoys the comfortable lifestyle that his job as a Telenovela actor
affords him. He struggles between the ease of local fame and dreams of a greater career.
Marvin, 25, is a “Miami Boy” and aspiring rapper. He lives in Hialeah with his grandma, Gladys,
who supports most of his ill-conceived schemes to “make it”.
All of these characters deal with what home means to them and how the city they’re from has
shaped who they are. The film will explore the stereotypical portrayal of the city and show a
more dynamic side of its complex culture.

Project Details

MIA-mi is an independent comedy/drama budgeted at $20,000 and geared toward specialtytheater and online audiences. It is written and directed by Yesenia Lima, a graduate student in the
University of Central Florida’s Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema M.F.A program. Aside from the
storyline, the uniqueness of the picture is the fact that it will be shot as four separate short films
featuring four main characters and ultimately playing as one cohesive feature length film.
Typically films are shot over the course of weeks, if not months. The project was shot in Miami,
FL using small, digital cameras, over the course of two and a half weeks. We anticipate the film
to be ready for distributors to examine no later than one year after production has been
completed, in May 2015.
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Industry Overview

Production and Distribution

There are four stages in the making of any feature film: development, pre-production, principal
photography, and post-production. The person responsible for guiding a film through all of these
stages and beyond is the producer. In development, the idea for a film is crafted into a
screenplay, funds are secured to shoot the film and tentative commitments are made with crucial
members of the cast and crew. In the next stage, Pre-production, the main layout for the
screenplay has been established. The producer now finalizes contracts with cast and crew,
decides on shooting locations, and assembles a shooting schedule. Then the film is taken into
principal photography. During this stage the producer oversees daily operations of shooting the
film and ensures that everything is running smoothly. Once the film has been entirely
photographed it enters post-production. In this stage the film is edited, sound and music are
established, special effects added, etc. Ultimately, a final version of the film emerges from this
stage. The term “production” can be applied overall to the stages described thus far (excluding
development) or only to the step of principal photography. We will use the former definition
here.
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After production a film enters the process of distribution. A company pays the producer for the
rights to a theatrical release of the film. Deals for distribution through other markets such as
DVD, Home video, video on demand, on-line streaming, etc. may also be negotiated. This may
occur domestically (Canada and the U.S.) and internationally. The domestic theatrical release of
a film may occur on as many as 3000 movie screens or as few as one.

Studio vs. Independent Films

A studio or other entities can finance a motion picture. The major studios as defined by the
Motion Picture Association of America are Sony Pictures Entertainment/MGM, The Walt
Disney Company, Warner Bros., Twentieth Century-Fox, Universal Studios, and Paramount
Pictures. For the purposes of this business plan, those movies created with no funding from a
U.S. studio are known as “independent films” and those with such funding from a U.S. studio are
known as “studio films”. It is possible for an independent film to be distributed by a studio.
However, this possibility is typically increased by the use of name talent or other highly
marketable factor that would ensure a return for the studio’s investment. MIA-mi will be an
independent film financed through private equity raised by GoatPigDog Productions LLC.
There are several difficulties in shooting an independent vs. a studio film. The independent
producer must attract financing and distributors. There is no guarantee that they will find
distribution for their film. Moreover, the success of the film rests much more on the skills and
resources of the producer. In a studio, a producer has a large network of advisers to consult
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regarding matters such as legal, accounting, marketing, editing, shooting, etc. The independent
producer does not have this resource. Another difficulty lies in maintaining a strict budget for a
film. An independent film may not have an opportunity to approach investors for more funds
should it exceed its budget, whereas a studio is very willing to bridge the gap between an
estimated and actual budget in order to complete a film.

However, there are advantages to producing an independent film. GoatPigDog Productions LLC
feels these outweigh filmmaking within the restrains of the studio system. While the production
may not have the support of a studio’s network, in an independent model the director and
producer have much more creative control. They do not have to concede to the influence a
studio’s financing can have over the story and other creative elements of the film. There is more
freedom to tailor the project to the interests of the filmmakers and their audience.

Current Trends

Because MIA-mi is characterized as an independent comedy- drama featuring mostly Hispanic
characters, its market will draw on members of the Hispanic movie-going public who frequent
these types of films. More than two-thirds of the U.S./Canada population (67%) – or 221.2
million people went to the movies at least once in 2012. Males and females went to the movies
at similar levels. As in past years, Hispanics and 12-24 year olds are the most frequent
moviegoers among their respective demographic categories (Theatrical Market Statistics).
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However, because MIA-mi features no significantly name actors and is very character-driven (its
actors’ performances drive the piece) its market dramatically shrinks to an audience who enjoys
the aforementioned genres but also desires intellectually challenging, subtle material. In fact the
very characteristics that narrow the film’s market are highly valued by members of this audience
group. This group consists of patrons to specialty theaters who enjoy low-budget, characterdriven, independent films, both foreign and domestic.

In Miami, FL alone there has been an emergence of Independent Cinema theaters over the past 5
years. An example being the opening of O Cinema, a cutting-edge, non-profit, independent
cinema that showcases first-run independent, foreign, art, and family films (O Cinema). Since
the opening of their original location in Wynwood, FL they have opened a second theater in
Miami Shores, FL proving that there is a market for the content they support. Still, the films
typically played at these theaters are not necessarily featuring the city itself or depicting the types
of characters that inhabit it. As MIA-mi will offer an alternative portrait of the city than what has
previously been portrayed as well as star a mostly Hispanic cast it stands to gain the interest of
these same patrons and movie-goers. Moreover, because this audience is more likely to have
strong personal interest in the film there is a greater chance they will seek or be more receptive to
ways of repeatedly viewing, owning, or sharing the film.
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Market Analysis and Marketing Strategy

Exhibitors

Low-budget independent films are generally shown in two types of movie theaters, specialty
theaters or non-specialty theaters. Specialty theaters generally consist of one to five screens and
cater to niche audiences while non-specialty theaters frequently have more screens and cater to
much wider audiences. Studio films are much more likely to be found in a non-specialty theater.
Over the past five years the number of specialty theaters has increased, as has the number of nonspecialty theaters willing to show low-budget independent films. Today, filmmakers also have
options such as Video on Demand, Instant Internet Streaming channels, and self- distribution
available. Film festivals are also a prominent venue for independent filmmakers to show their
work and reach their audience.

Viral Marketing

Viral Marketing is a form of marketing strategy used by film production companies to promote a
newly released film. As part of the strategy, many different components can be used: Social
Networking Sites, Word of Mouth, Video Clips, Interactive Flash Games, Text Messages, Voice
Calls, Posters/Leaflets, etc (Reiss)
As with most low-budget independent films, any company that domestically distributes MIA-mi
will likely open it in a very limited number of specialty theaters. MIA-mi will rely heavily on
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word-of-mouth for its initial success. This word-of-mouth is essential to films that open with a
limited release be it theatrical, Video on Demand, Instant Internet Streaming, etc.
A strong and original web based component will also be implemented by the filmmaker in the
marketing of MIA-mi including personal social media account for characters of the film, tie-ins
to products and locations referenced in the film, etc. In 2008, Paramount Pictures carried out
such a campaign for the film Cloverfield and was met with success when the film made a gross
revenue of an estimated $80 million after being produced for $25 million (Min).

General Marketing Strategy

Marketing will begin with targeted, self-booked, screenings and internet exposure, followed by
local promotions. These screenings will target audiences most likely to take an interest in the
film and feature follow-up discussions with key members of the project such as the
writer/director, producer, and actors. We will also concentrate on building a community
interested in the work of the filmmakers and the subject matter of the film. As an example, the
distributors for Thirteen (2003), an R-rated limited release concerning adolescent issues, raised
awareness of their film by focusing on screenings to school counselors, teen psychologists,
members of Congress, and Planned Parenthood. The result was a successful theatrical release of
$4.6 million domestically over a production budget of $1.5 million (Thirteen, Box Office).
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Target Audience and Specific Marketing Strategy

Because MIA-mi is characterized as an independent comedy- drama featuring mostly Hispanic
characters, its market will draw on members of the Hispanic movie-going public who frequent
these types of films. More than two-thirds of the U.S./Canada population (67%) – or 221.2
million people went to the movies at least once in 2012. Males and females went to the movies
at similar levels. As in past years, Hispanics and 12-24 year olds are the most frequent
moviegoers among their respective demographic categories (Theatrical Market Statistics).
However, because MIA-mi features no significantly name actors and is very character-driven (its
actors’ performances drive the piece) its market dramatically shrinks to an audience who enjoys
the aforementioned genres but also desires intellectually challenging, subtle material. In fact the
very characteristics that narrow the film’s market are highly valued by members of this audience
group. This group consists of patrons to specialty theaters who enjoy low-budget, characterdriven, independent films, both foreign and domestic.

The many different aspects of MIA-mi create various opportunities for targeted screenings.
Because of the fact that it will feature a mostly Hispanic cast set in Miami, FL the film can be
screened at specialty theaters in the city. Due to the fact that the main characters are between the
ages of 18-27 young adults in the South Florida area and beyond can be targeted. Furthermore,
because the film showcases two characters that are aspiring artists it can also be screened at local
arts events, organizations, etc. Regarding internet marketing, sites we will recommend targeting
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are those centered on the same types of organizations, theaters, etc. where the screenings should
occur.

Motion Picture Distribution

Distribution Overview

Distribution of an independent film involves licensing its rights to a distribution company for
companies for a specified length of time. During this time each distributor further licenses the
film to various markets. Markets are divided into geographical regions. These regions can be
described as broadly as domestic (U.S. and Canadian) and foreign or as specifically as Mexican
and French. Markets are also divided into formats, such as theatrical, DVD/home video, and TV.
“Format” refers to the way in which a movie can be viewed. The theatrical market includes all
public movie theaters; the DVD/home video market includes DVDs for sale and rental; and the
television market includes network, syndication, cable/satellite, pay-per-view, and video-ondemand. Other formats for which rights can be licensed include soundtrack, novelization,
merchandising, and showings of the film not entirely open to the public, such as for airlines,
armed forces, and college campuses. For films with solid commercial prospects, a distributor will
typically acquire the rights for all formats and do so within a specific country or countries. For
example, a company that acquires or has been licensed the “Italian rights” to a film has the right
to release the film in Italy in all the aforementioned formats. Domestically this is also the case,
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with U.S. and Canadian rights acquired together as a block. Revenues in all domestic formats
and foreign markets are driven by the success of the domestic theatrical release. As such, a
domestic theatrical release is often viewed as a reasonable investment despite the fact that in
most cases theatrical release profits are minimal. It establishes audience awareness of a film.
Theatrical release in foreign markets may or may not occur depending on genre, market
conditions, and the like. GoatPigDog Productions, LLC will seek to retain as many of the format
rights for MIA-mi as possible, giving the company the opportunity to manage these rights
independently rather than giving one distributor sole control over all format rights for the film.

Distribution Criteria

Distributors seek films with at least one recognizable cast member, an exploitable genre or
market segment, and a storyline that is original. These are some of the main factors influencing a
distributor’s decision to acquire the rights to a film. While MIA-mi does not feature any star
actors it has an exploitable market segment in Miami art house movie-goers as outlined in the
Current Trends section. It also has a story that portrays an alternative view of the city of Miami
and the people that live there which would potentially increase the possibility for the film to gain
a wide audience in the city.
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Strategy For Attaining Distribution

We will implement several approaches to not only attaining distribution but self distributing
MIA-mi. First, we will submit the film to top-tier American film festivals such as Sundance,
Tribeca, Los Angeles, and AFI. At major festivals such as these, all levels of distributors attend
screenings arranged for festival attendees. In the ideal scenario, distributors at these screenings
take such a keen interest in a film that a bidding war ensues in which distributors bid against one
another for domestic and foreign rights in all or several formats.

Should top-tier festivals not take an interest in MIA-mi, as is the case with the vast majority of
independent features, a second tier of festivals and approaches will be utilized with the goal of
securing a domestic theatrical release. However, as each subsequent set of options becomes
eliminated, the prospects for returning more than a film’s principal investment, and the principal
investment itself, decrease. Regardless, the filmmakers will continue working to self distribute
the film, looking to host independent screenings with partnering organizations and institutions.
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Financing

Risk Statement

Movies are the most risky of assets. They are subject to production, distribution, companyspecific, and general economic risks that can vastly hamper the forecasting of their results. Risks
associated with MIA-mi (the “movie”) include, but are not limited to, failure to complete
production, failure to achieve distribution, ineffective distribution of the movie by a distributor, a
distributor of the movie going bankrupt, extreme competition from other movies, failure of the
public to accept the movie, inability of management and other persons to guide the movie
through the marketplace, and general economic and market factors. When combined, these risks
can drastically change the actual results versus the forecasted results posited in this business
plan. This list of risk factors is by no means complete.

Method of Financing

GoatPigDog Productions LLC is seeking $20,000 in equity capital to finance the post-production
budget of the motion picture MIA-mi. The use of private equity funding ensures that the
advantages of making an independent film can be fully realized. Creative control centered in the
hands of the director ensures a film free from the divisive influence of too many voices. Low
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overhead and extreme care in formulating the budget yield a higher potential return for investors.
Greater creative control ultimately yields a higher potential return as well.

Crowd Funding

Crowd funding is an approach to raising capital for new projects and businesses by soliciting
contributions from a large number of stakeholders following three types of crowd funding
models: (1) Donations, Philanthropy and Sponsorship where there is no expected financial
return, (2) Lending and (3) Investment in exchange for equity, profit or revenue sharing.
GoatPigDog Productions LLC will solicit contributions in the form of Donations with no
expected financial return to the investor (Crowdsourcing and Crowdfunding).

Enzian Fund
In order to support and promote filmmaking in Central Florida, the Enzian Theater has opened a
bank account known as The Enzian/UCF Film Graduate Production Fund (“The Fund”). The
Fund accepts donations from any third party, including, but not limited to, individuals,
corporations, or trusts, and distributes such donations to help finance graduate thesis projects
undertaken by UCF film students. All contributions are tax deductible. Contributions to the Fund
may be disbursed only for not-for-profit purposes in accordance with Section 501C (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Enzian Theater will maintain records so that audits
may be performed by third parties at their expense. Enzian Theater will provide donors to the
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Fund written acknowledgement of donations. Targeted donations to the Fund must be earmarked
by donors to support GoatPigDog Productions LLC. There is no limit to the amount of donations
the fund can receive.

Residuals

Residuals are payments made to union talent (actors, writers, etc.) out of revenues generated
from post-theatrical exploitation of a movie. The producer is responsible for ensuring that a
distributor or foreign sales agent makes these payments by including an assumption agreement in
the language of any distribution or foreign sales agent deal. While successful pictures may not
have substantial problems with distributors or foreign sales agents accepting and executing such
agreements, pictures that are not highly sought after for distribution may face problems with
distributors or foreign sales agents accepting responsibility for and paying residuals. In such
cases it may be that monies returned from distributors or foreign sales agents for ancillary
markets are first used to pay residuals and then used to pay investors.
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Pitch Materials

To promote the film and attract sponsors, donors, and partnerships, we created a business/promo
card for the film that would lead audiences to our social media sites where we’ve promoted our
crowdfunding campaign, events, etc. This would bring potential supporters to all sites that
represented the film online, facilitating their donations and increasing our visibility to their
networks by extension.

Figure 7: MIA-mi Business/Promo Card, Front
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Figure 8: MIA-mi Business/Promo Card, Back

We also created a corporate sponsorship package to share with potential corporate sponsors or
investors. We did not partner with any sponsors that received the perks in the package during pre
production and production but the list continues to be useful in post production where we will
continue to modify it and use it to help attract sponsors and investors. In addition, we’ve made a
teaser poster to give audiences and potential investors a better idea of what they will see in the
film.
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Figure 9: MIA-mi Corporate Sponsorship Package, Page 1
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Figure 10: MIA-mi Corporate Sponsorship Package, Page 2
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Figure 11 - MIA-mi Teaser Poster
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Budget Assumptions

DIRECTOR NAME: Yesenia Lima
PRODUCER NAME: Yesenia Lima
FILM TITLE: MIA-mi
BUDGET AMOUNT: $20,000
LOCATION(S) OF SHOOT: Miami, FL (Princpal) and Orlando, FL (Promo and Pick ups)

SHOOT DATES: July 17 through July 31
5 OR 6 DAY WEEKS: 5
NUMBER OF SHOOT DAYS: 12
FORMAT (HD, DV, etc.): HD
NUMBER OF SPEAKING PARTS: 37
NUMBER OF BACKGROUND ACTORS TOTAL: 30
HOW MANY SAG PLAYERS?: N/A
HOW MANY LOCATION(S): 30
HOW MANY SETS?: 40
ANY STAGE WORK? IF SO, WHERE?: Yes; Downtown Orlando Public Library Melrose
Center, in pick ups after principal photography.
ANY SET CONSTRUCTION? IF SO, WHERE?: No
NUMBER OF CREW: 12
ARE ANY CAST OR CREW BEING PAID?: No
ARE YOU USING A PAYROLL COMPANY? IF SO, WHO IS IT?: No
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WHO IS YOUR INSURANCE BROKER?: TBD
WHO IS YOUR LEGAL ADVISOR?: N/A
STUNTS, EFFECTS, MINORS, ANIMALS, PYRO, ETC? EXPLAIN: Possible minors as high
school extras; Parrot, caged, in one scene.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY IS: Benjamin Michel
1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IS: Tricia Connelly

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE(S) OF YOUR PRODUCTION?:
With many locations and characters, scheduling our 12-hour days efficiently will be a major
focus heading into production. We will try to curb budget costs as much as possible by
borrowing and leveraging resources.
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Budget
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CHAPTER 4: PRODUCTION LITERACY REVIEW
Purpose and Story

As mentioned in the Aesthetic Literature Review MIA-mi explores breaking the tradition of what
is portrayed as the essence of a city, namely Miami, FL. It touches on culture, interpersonal
relationships, the realities of living in different neighborhoods, etc. What has mainly been seen
of Miami via film has been a high-budget, Hollywood approach, i.e. True Lies, Bad Boys,
Scarface, There’s Something About Mary, Miami Vice, etc. A low- budget aesthetic and intimate
digital style best serves the story I want to tell and delivers the most genuine experience of the
city and its people to natives and foreigners alike.

MIA-mi is an insight into the everyday lives of four young adults experiencing various parts of
Miami. It is a contemporary view of the city without the common depiction of drugs, violence,
glitz and glamour that typically make up its portrait in film and television. Through the lives of
Tony, 18, a high school senior balancing his future and a rocky relationship with his mom; Juan,
28, an actor working in Spanish telenovelas and striving for a more mainstream acting career;
Marvin, 25, living with his grandma as an aspiring rapper; and Laura, 23, a college graduate that
has moved back home and is planning her next step, I aim to delve into the idea of what home is
and means to these characters. They are all dealing with choices about their future that put to the
test just how willing they are to discover new things and places in order to advance in their
respective goals. For these characters, the analysis of the meaning of home leads to an
exploration of the limitations placed on the self in relation to their environment. The film is a
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narrative drama/comedy in the vein of films considered to be part of the “mumblecore” genre
such as Cyrus (Duplass, 2012), Tiny Furniture (Duhnam, 2010), etc. This means the film
embraces low-budget production values, uses amateur actors, and focuses on naturalistic
dialogue. It is entirely scripted though I gave the actors freedom to improvise within their given
scenarios.

One of the biggest challenges of the film was weaving through the stories of four different main
characters without losing momentum or leaving any character underdeveloped. I am most
influenced by the way this is done in the film Me and You and Everyone we Know (July, 2005).
We are able to successfully follow several characters that all relate subtly, seamlessly, and
organically. This is what I worked to accomplish with the story. I also looked to Garden State
(Braff, 2004) for inspiration on delivering a theme as it deals with some of the same ideas in
MIA-mi regarding the idea of ‘home’ as it relates to personal success.

A main goal of the project is to depict locations in Miami that have not typically been seen in
films. This is a Miami that is made up entirely of crime, drugs, and sunny beaches. While these
elements are present in the story they are approached in a naturalistic style rather than a big
budget, Hollywood style, as well as framed within context to be clear that it is only one facet of
the city’s persona. Making use of what has become the stereotype of what the city is not only
brings humor to the story but also makes an alternate presentation of it more accessible to the
audience. They will be able to identify with the portrayal already established and decide for
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themselves what they find to be inaccurate and what they would like to see more of beyond the
screen.

Production

The plan for production on the film was to shoot for three days, taking the fourth day off for a
total of three four day blocks equaling three days off and twelve shooting days. We shot
principal photography on location in Miami, FL. However, we shot pick up scenes and other
minor interior scenes seven months after principal photography in the Orlando area. Rather than
extend shooting time in Miami or return to location with an entire cast and crew, this allowed us
to create a more efficient workflow for crew that is located in Orlando. For principal we kept our
crew to a small and resourceful group of about 8-10 people so that we were able to move quickly
and easily. We made use of natural and practical light whenever possible and kept equipment
light. We used the BlackMagic Pocket Camera as our A camera and had a duplicate set up as our
B camera. This helped maximize coverage, getting us in and out of locations that were open,
operating businesses much quicker. It allowed us to more easily shoot scenes where we were
working under pressure (due to location, losing daylight, etc.), cut down on time for setting up
shots, and cover scenes with less takes. For pick ups we used only one A camera set up but stuck
to the same size crew. This worked for us here because we had much less scenes to cover and
little to no company moves in a day, shooting over the course of three comparatively light
production days.
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Acting

The acting in the film aspired to be very naturalistic. Scenes were scripted however I gave actors
the freedom to improvise off of the given scenario where they saw fit. I worked with them to find
truth in the characters and the situations they found themselves in. I worked with a mix of
amateur actors, professional and non-actors. I cast as close to type as possible. This allowed the
actors to delve into emotion, reaction, etc. within situations/settings that already feel natural to
them. There were four lead characters and a group of side characters. There are about three
supporting characters that required a more in-depth performance from actors. Other minor parts
had minimal to no lines and were cast with onlookers as we shot. I wanted to cast real people
where ever possible. For example, we shot a scene in a store that required the store manager to
be in the scene. I cast the actual manager who was very generous and supportive in our time
shooting in the store. This is a technique that also proved successful for Peter Sollet in the
production of his debut feature film, Raising Victor Vargas, in which he also used a mix of
actors and non-actors (Sollet, 2001).

Sound

MIA-mi will employ subtle use of music and sound. The soundscape of the film will rely heavily
on the use of diegetic sound whenever possible to shape the pace and rhythm of scenes. We will
accentuate the natural sounds of the locations characters are in using it, at times, as a tool to
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show more of a character’s emotions and state of mine. Certain scenes and transitions may
include minimal use of music that would be mostly donated by local Miami and Orlando artists.
Still I will look to make this music diegetic where possible. For example, Marvin is an aspiring
rapper/producer/promoter/everything. He will have some "freestyles" or "beats" that may be used
as transitions between scenes or as music for a scene he is in. It will tell us more about the
characters without forcing the audience to a particular emotion but rather pointing them in that
direction naturally.

Marketing

One of my main interests leading into producing this film was beginning to market the film as
early as possible. During the fundraising and pre-production process I worked to develop an
audience for the film and incorporate it into the scope of the current local art in Miami.
Throughout this process the audience itself along with the businesses and organizations we
partnered with influenced the style of the film and ultimately made it more relevant to life in the
city today. The benefit to this has been the progression of building an audience for the film
before the film is complete. This has allowed for a closer relationship between a niche audience
and the film as well as helped to continuously attract a wider audience, with the support and
influence of a smaller loyal following.
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One approach to reaching our audience during the pre-production and production process was to
create bonus material that was to be available through the film’s website. We aimed to give
certain characters personal YouTube accounts, Twitter accounts, etc. This would serve to give
viewers a chance to further interact with characters and become invested in them before seeing
the film or having more of them once they have seen the film. For example, Marvin might have a
YouTube vlog about his experiences as an aspiring rapper in Miami; Laura might have a Twitter
account where she mainly communicates with the friends she is trying to reconnect with about
events and places they attend in the city, etc. The material would give more background story for
the characters involved in the film, allowing the editing of the film to be tighter and the story to
be that much more subtle. This is similar to the strategy used in marketing the film Cloverfield
(Matt Reeves, 2008) inspired by the strategy used to market The Lost Experience (2004). For
both campaigns they launched viral components that made characters and products seem real
rather than fictional. This would give the audience a deeper sense of investment in the story and
characters as well as placing the story’s fictional world within the context of the viewers’ real
world. Additional content would be overseen by the Marketing Manager, it may also be managed
by the actors and serve as an exercise in further understanding their characters prior to shooting.
The benefit of marketing the film during pre-production and production lies in creating an
audience for the film before it is ready to screen at film festivals. The intention is to create a buzz
for the film that may increase its chances of playing at top tier film festivals once it is complete.
This plan however, proved to be difficult to execute given our time and resources. The marketing
team was mainly comprised of myself, and one associate producer in the pre-production stage.
We focused mainly on creating press for the film and put together events to help us connect
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directly to and expand our audience. We created some materials in pre-production that aimed to
set our transmedia marketing campaign into motion, for example, a YouTube channel for the
character Marvin that includes several vlog entries of Marvin talking to fans about his upcoming
album, and a short video giving us an incite into a day in the life of the character.

Figure 12: Transmedia Marketing Test, Marvin on YouTube
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Figure 13: Transmedia Marketing Test, Marvin on Youtube 2

We linked to the channel through the film’s main social media accounts aiming to keep the link
between the ‘character’ and the film subtle and blur the line between the character’s existence in
the film’s world versus the real, off screen, world. Beyond this we have yet to implement other
plans for creating an online presence for characters in the film. However, since pre-production
we have built a marketing team that is currently working in post-production to maintain the
film’s social media networks as well as continue efforts to connect face-to-face with our
audience in events, and promote the film via press relations.
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Post-Production

The film is more concerned with emotional continuity than physical continuity. However, there
is not one linear story line. Each character’s story is broken up into tones and themes that run
through the whole film and are exemplified by each character individually. Each character’s
story is presented separately though there are some scenes in each story where we meet, see, or
hear characters talking about one another. During post-production I am working alongside an
editor and assistant editor to shape the most efficient structure, soundscape, and picture for the
film. With the marketing team I am working to further fine-tune a festival strategy to embark on
upon the film’s completion as well as working to further promote the film.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Pre-Production

Pre-production for MIA-mi was a challenging task due to the schedule we needed to uphold in
order to shoot principal photography in the summer (2014). We moved our original production
dates from June to July in the face of having to reassign the project’s original producer. As the
director ultimately took on the duties of producer, several logistical elements, such as securing
locations, casting minor supporting parts, etc. were executed under a substantial amount of
pressure due to the impossibility for the director to be on location before May. Ultimately,
however, these circumstances did not equal a compromise in the ability to shoot in certain
locations or work with certain actors or crew members, mainly because the director maintained
an open and efficient line of communication between all collaborators leading up to principal
photography.

Key roles such as Director of Photography, Assistant Camera, First, and Second Assistant
Director were filled by supporting artists that were on board from the project’s inception and
continue to support the film today in post-production. The greatest challenge in managing cast
and crew was in keeping steady communication and involvement leading up to production and
beyond as we had collaborators living in Miami, FL, Orlando, FL, and Oakland, CA. We
managed this effectively by making use of various tools- Google Drive, Google Calendar, and
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Skype. Regularly scheduled meetings, updates, and information kept our production moving
forward as one single unit despite our respective distances.

The director increased pre-production trips to Miami beginning January 2014 through to May
2014, helping to keep open communication between cast and crew in the area while
simultaneously keeping members located in Orlando, FL engaged. Our Director of Photography
kept regular communication via previously mentioned digital tools and visited location for a test
shoots in March 2013 and March 2014 before returning for production in July 2014.

Casting was more of a challenge. We held open auditions in Miami and Orlando working in
sessions beginning October 2013 before finalizing our choices in March 2014. We held a total of
three casting sessions in Miami with the support of local ventures The LAB, and Midtown
Studios, and two sessions in Orlando with the support of UCF and FullSail University.

Another important part of pre-production was working to raise funds for production. In addition
to live events, where fans could directly donate to the project, we held two online crowdfunding
campaigns. One launched February 2014 via Seed&Spark.com. We raised $600 but were unable
to keep any of these funds as we did not meet our campaign goal of $20,000. We later launched a
campaign via Indiegogo.com with a slightly lower goal of $15,000. Again, we raised $600, but
were able to keep it, the main reason we chose to launch the second campaign with Indiegogo.
We plan to continue collaboration with Seed&Spark’s Cinema feature, which will allow us to
submit our completed film for consideration to be available to rent via Seed&Spark.com.
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Figure 14: MIA-mi on Seed&Spark

Figure 15: MIA-mi on Indiegogo
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Production

The director arrived on location in Miami, FL at the start of May 2015. Our Director of
Photography arrived in Miami on July 14th, our First Assistant Director arrived on July 16th. We
began principal photography on July 17th, 2014 and shot until July 31st, 2014 taking every fourth
day off for a total of fifteen production days, three days off, twelve shooting. A challenge we
faced was the Director and Assistant Director wearing the additional hats of Producer, Unit
Production Manager, and Catering as well as any other miscellaneous tasks that needed
resolution or delegating. The Director of Photography also acted as Digital Assets Manager at
the end of production days with help from the First Assistant and Second Assistant Camera with
data management during production. Our days off were spent prepping catering for the upcoming
shooting block, updating and sending out call sheets for the upcoming shooting block, working
to secure and stay in communication with all locations or talent, organizing and managing digital
assets, etc. The only complication came in losing one actress resulting in five scenes being
scheduled for pick-up shoots. These additional scenes were shot in February 2015 over the
course of three production days in Orlando, FL.
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Marketing

A large focus of the MIA-mi team has been exploring the possibilities of micro-budget model
film marketing as a means of creating and sustaining a connection to our audience in parallel to
planning for and executing production. Our three marketing assistants worked on set as
Production Assistants and came back to their focus on assisting with marketing efforts in the Fall
of 2014, following production. Prior to assembling the marketing team, marketing efforts,
including managing social media and press, planning promotional events, etc. were managed by
the film’s Director with support from Associate Producers. In an effort to reach audiences in a
more personal and face-to-face manner we discussed hosting events to build community around
the film and artists involved. Our first event, MIA-mi Kickback Sessions 1, took place July 2013
at a bar and art collective in South Beach, FL called Kill Your Idol.
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Figure 16: MIA-mi Kickback Sessions Flyer

The event featured three local DJ’s, an interactive art wall titled “What’s Your Miami?”, a raffle
for a bar tab and a table where guests could talk to the Director, Director of Photography, and
Associate Producer as well as sign up for the then future MIA-mi Newsletter. About 30-50
guests attended that night and about 20 followed up with MIA-mi via social media platforms.
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Figure 17: "What's Your Miami?" Wall at MIA-mi Kickback Sessions
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Figure 18: Director and Director of Photography at MIA-mi Kickback Sessions

The event helped to solidify ties to various artists and arts/culture publications in the community.
However, we found the demand of resources, mainly in manpower, setting up
materials/communications needed, and putting out an adequate amount of advertising for the
event to be slightly outside of the range of our scope. Thus, we have yet to host MIA-mi
Kickback Sessions 2. Since then, we focused our event marketing efforts on collaborative events
where the work of setting up logistics for the event to take place could be shared with other
artists or organizations. We took our time to plan our next similar event marketing ventures and
focused in the meantime on press. MIA-mi appeared on Indiewire.com in February 2014 as
project of the day in the running for project of the week, with a potential to move on to project of
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the month and the prize package that came with the title. We came in second in the project of the
week running but still gained more attention and recognition for the film, helping to reach a
wider audience.

Figure 19: MIA-mi competing for Indiewire Project of the Week.

In March 2014, the Director, Associate Producer, and Director of Photography, were guests on
Miami’s pFunk Radio show, put on by pFunk Media Company Miami, also helping us reach out
to more potential audience for the film. Nearing production we held two more live events, this
time in collaboration with other artists, to help raise funds for production and keep our audience
involved in the film’s progress. In March 2014 we held an event at The Bar in Coral Gables, FL.
This helped solidify a partnership with the establishment, promote the work of other local visual
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artists in Miami, and expand our fan base. The event was titled MIA-mi and Friends: A South
Florida Art Showcase, it featured several local artists, a live painter, raffles of donations from
partnering local businesses, such as a pair of tickets from the Blue Starlite Drive-in Movie
Theatre, and a screening of the short prequel film to MIA-mi, MIA-mi:SB. We raised a total of
close to $400 in donations throughout the course of the event to go towards production.

Figure 20: MIA-mi and Friends Flyer
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Figure 21: MIA-mi: SB Screening at The Bar-Coral Gables

Our last event prior to production took place in May 2014 with national arts organization RAW
Artists. We represented Miami Filmmakers at their March Art Showcase titled, Revolution. This
event gave us one more push of press and opportunity to directly interact with our audience
before entering principal photography. We again hosted a “What’s your Miami?” wall and a
table run by the director, and featuring the MIA-mi prequel short film, MIA-mi:SB. We’ve since
built a partnership with RAW artists that has lead to several opportunities such as a reduction in
fees taken from Indiegogo at the end of our campaign with them, and most recently participation
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in the RAW Artists annual RAWards competition in which we stand a chance to be awarded
National Filmmaker of the Year and have received press from being awarded RAW Miami
Filmmaker of the Year.

Figure 22: RAW Revolution "What's Your Miami?" Wall
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Figure 23: RAW Revolution "What's Your Miami?" Wall 2

Figure 24: Cast and Crew of MIA-mi at RAW Revolution
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Post-Production

MIA-mi is currently in post-production and is set to complete this stage in May 2015. We are
working with a post-production team of four- Editor, Assistant Editor, Re-recording
Mixer/Sound Engineer, and Colorist. Along with feedback and critique from the UCF film
faculty, we are working to receive and incorporate feedback from local audiences in Orlando, FL
and Miami, FL as we move towards a final version of the film.

Afterword

Moving forward through post production and beyond, we have gained a stronger grasp on how to
manage our resources. Primarily, we have focused this knowledge on what we’ve learned we
need in order to execute our marketing strategy. This is a large portion of the work that was
constantly evolving to align more closely to the resources we had both fiscally and in terms of
man power. An original strategy for the film was to explore a transmedia campaign for the story
through the online lives of the main characters, looking for ways to expand our story and its
reach beyond the screen. While we tested this with a YouTube channel for the character Marvin,
we are, to this point, unable to follow up due to restrictions on our marketing team size.
Currently, we have a team of three working on keeping up our social media outlets, website, and
press relations. With the film now approaching the completion of post-production we are looking
to continue applying our efforts to promoting and interacting with our audience via social media
and web avenues we have established. After test screening a working cut of the film we have
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received a lot of positive feedback on audiences’ interest in the story and characters which is
now a good starting point in gauging if they would be interested in continuing to interact with
these characters. As the director is able to change focus from the completion of the film to its
distribution she will again begin to look towards developing these ideas and building a team of
collaborators to work with on the MIA-mi transmedia story.
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APPENDIX A: TREATMENT
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Montage: A group of 3 guys and 2 girls, college age students at UF, are on spring break in
Miami. We see video they’re taking of their trip, all typical tourist sights around Miami Beach,
them dancing and drinking on the beach, parties, etc. One of them has a friend, MARVIN, in
Miami who’s hooking them up with a connection to pick up some weed.

The group is driving out of the beach trying to find the address Marvin has sent them and they
get lost. Eventually they find the right street and see a group of guys hanging out on a stoop…

Tony, 18, Little Havana

We start with TONY, an 18-year-old boy soon to be graduating high school and trying to figure
out what he’ll do with himself. Tony is hanging out with his best friend MARVIN, 19, and some
of their other friends. When the group of Spring-Breakers come to Marvin’s house to buy some
pot, Marvin leads his friends in carjacking them at gun point just for fun. Tony knows what
they’re doing is not right but doesn’t know what to do in the moment. He nervously looks around
for an idea but finding none reluctantly jumps in the car. As Marvin drives their friends drink,
listen to music, and laugh at Tony for being uptight. They get a call from MARVIN, 24, who
lives at home with his parents and still hangs out with his high school buddies. He asks if they’d
like to join him at the beach to hang out with some girls. Marvin is interested and asks Marvin to
pick him, Tony, and their friends up at a gas station. They leave the stolen car there and hitch a
ride with Marvin. They spend the night out on the beach drinking. Tony is still upset over the
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situation Marvin put him in. He relaxes a bit over a few drinks when he meets MARCO and
ALICIA, two high school students who make up 2/3rds of a best friend trio. Alicia, very
outgoing and quirky brings conversation out of Tony and the three spend some time chatting.
Marvin and Marvin in the background laugh and flirt with a group of 17-19 year old drunken
girls. Tony goes home with Marvin at the end of the night and sleeps over. Marvin’s family
welcomes Tony and is very hospitable to him.

Tony is at home in the small one bedroom efficiency he shares with his mom, YOLANDA. He
gives her the bulk of the money he earned at work last week and keeps $20 for himself. He
apologizes for bringing home a smaller paycheck than he usually does and explains he had a few
hours cut. She is angry and blames it on the time he spends with his friends. She tells him he’s
going to end up just like his good for nothing father, Tony answers saying he wouldn’t know.
He’s angry and frustrated; Yolanda breaks down and starts crying about her ex-husband (not
Tony’s dad), and how she’ll be alone forever. She tells him he’s all she’s got. Tony tries to
encourage her and tell her it’ll be ok, she’s a beautiful woman, and she’ll find a husband. She is
enraged and throws him out of the house. He leaves the house and takes the bus and metro rail to
the public library where he spends some time thinking about his future. He looks around online
at sites for state universities, army recruiters, and local tech colleges. He stops on the site for
Florida State University.

Yolanda picks him up from the library. She apologizes about how she acted but explains it was
his fault as he can be so much like her ex-husband sometimes. She takes him to a fast food drive
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thru and asks him to pay. They eat in the parking lot in her car. She asks him about his plans
after school telling him he should apply to the local community college so that he can get
financial aid. She tells him with that they’ll be in a much better situation, he can have the junky
car she drives now, and she can use the money to put down a payment on a new car. He hints at
what he’s been thinking but is too afraid to tell her about his ideas. He starts asking about
relatives that live in the area, carefully asking about her maybe going back to school as well. She
starts to get somewhat defensive and he suggests she could get financial aid from it too.

Tony runs into Alicia and Marco at school, they introduce him to their best friend, LAURA, 18,
quiet, smart, and talented. Led by Alicia they start talking to him about their plans once they
graduate. They plan to go to a public state school, they want to get out of town together. They
ask Tony what he’ll be doing and he replies he’s not sure, probably just working for a while.
They encourage him to apply to the same school. They could all be roommates. He is flattered
and somewhat excited by the possibility of this actually happening although part of him doesn’t
believe it ever could.

Tony is at the library at school and runs into Laura. They share some small talk. Tony asks her if
she’s really going away for school she tells him she’s not sure. She really wants to go to Amherst
College and study Political Science. He admits to her that he applied to FSU and feels stupid for
doing so. He’s sure he won’t get in and doesn’t know what he’d do even if he did. She reassures
him, telling him it could happen and he’ll figure it out when it does (she’s almost speaking to
reassure herself here).
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Tony gets a letter in the mail from FSU admissions. He gets home, his mom has opened it, she’s
sitting on the couch waiting for him, she’s been crying. She confronts him with it right away,
disappointed that he was keeping secrets. He apologizes, telling her it was just a joke, he knew
he wouldn’t get in and doesn’t know why he did it. She asks if he intends on going, he tells her
he’s not sure. She tells him if he does he’ll be dead in her eyes and she’ll disown him. She laughs
telling him he wasn’t accepted anyway and takes the letter with her. It states he was accepted for
their summer term. Tony stays with his mom.

Laura, 17, Coral Gables

Laura sits at dinner with her parents. She brings up her ideas for the future, they are strict and
want her to go to a private school like Barry University. They want her to stay close to them and
finally get the education they couldn’t afford for her in high school. They also express their
disapproval of her friends Marco and Alicia, saying they believe the two are a couple and set a
bad example for Laura as their studies are currently more important than their love lives.

After dinner she watches a TV novella with her family starring their cousin, JUAN. She brings
up spending a day with him. They express their concern for his “fast” lifestyle as an actor. They
argue over her ability to make her own choices.
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She spends the night in her room alone listening to music and writing notes to Marco and Alicia
to give them in class the next day.

Alicia and Marco are trying to convince Laura to spend a night out telling her she can lie to her
parents about where she is. She is hesitant at first but after a while gives in becoming interested
in the prospect of a regular night out for a girl her age. The three are trying to figure out what
they could get into for the night. Laura suggests they go to the movies, Alicia suggests a bar,
Churchill’s pub, that she’s always wanted to check out, Marco says he could borrow his
brother’s car. Laura is nervous but they assure her if she’s going to lie to her parents she might as
well go all the way. They go to the bar, Alicia and Marco end up getting drunk. Laura doesn’t
know what to do; she barely knows how to drive and only has a learner’s permit. She also
doesn’t know directions for where they are. For a moment she considers calling her parents. She
finally decides against it and calls her cousin.

Juan arrives to pick them up. He’s somewhat disappointed with Laura but also laughs at the
carelessness of youth. He levels with Laura and tells her he understands what it’s like to be
young. He tells her that she should’ve called him to begin with and he would’ve taken her and
her friends out responsibly. She explains she didn’t call because she knew her parents wouldn’t
let her go out with him. They talk a little about her parents while Marco and Alicia are passed out
in the back seat. They drop off Marco and Alicia, Juan asks Laura what she wants to do. She tells
him to take her home, she’ll tell them she got back on her own, she wants to tell them the truth
about everything else.
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Alicia, Marco and Laura are at the park where they hang out after school. She tells them she got
into the school she really wants to go to, Amherst. She won’t be able to see them much during
the summer because she is grounded all summer. Alicia tells her she didn’t get in to the state
school and Marco never got around to applying.

Juan, 28, Brickell

Juan stops at a convenience store for milk on his way home. He is approached by 3 women in
their 50’s. They recognize him from the popular TV Novela he stars in. They are all excited to
meet him and ask for his autograph, pictures, joking that he should date their daughters. At home
Juan is video chatting with his parents who live in California. They are proud of him for moving
forward in his career. They also miss him and wish to see him more. They tell him they are
thinking of moving to Florida to be near him and the rest of the family that has moved to Miami.

Juan is in the make up chair at work, getting ready to tape an episode of his show. The producer
walks in to let him know that they have changed a few scenes and will be killing his character off
in this episode. He storms out of the make up room and follows the producer back to his office to
discuss the situation. The producer makes it clear that Juan is not as big of a star as he may
believe himself to be. He offers him a drink and tries to further console him with a gig as the host
of a Spanish talent show (similar to America’s got talent) that will be shooting at Dolphin Mall.
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It will air live on the Spanish public access channel on Sunday afternoons and starts taping in
three weeks. Juan turns down the offer, he tells him he’ll finish taping this episode and keep his
dignity. Back on set they tape a scene in which Juan’s character is sleeping with a married
woman. Her husband gets home, finds them together and attacks the wife. Juan’s character steps
in to save her and is killed by the husband in a fit of rage.

Juan, determined to move past the TV Novela circuit, too embarrassed to try and be on any
others, starts auditioning for any show he can in Miami– CSI, Burn Notice, etc. He keeps getting
notes about having the wrong look and too much of an accent, they tell him maybe he should
consider a stage name that is less ethnic.

Juan is out to dinner with a girl he sleeps with, IRENE. They have a casual relationship although
it is obvious she wants more. When she hints at this he dodges the conversation and starts talking
about his plans for his career and films/actors he likes recently.

They go back to his house later in the evening. After they have sex she asks if she could stay
over, she’s too tired to drive. He is hesitant but tells her it’s ok for tonight she’ll just have to be
up early because he has to leave for an audition at 7am.

Juan gets back from his audition. He fixes himself a bowl of cereal and opens his computer. He
video calls his parents. He explains he just had an audition but it didn’t go well. He talks to them
about possibly moving back to California, LA is about 2 hours away from where they live but he
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can try and drive out for auditions, etc. They tell him that they have decided to move to Miami,
his dad has a job already. They are making plans to be there in the next month.

Juan is in bed with Irene, it is early evening. She is acting strange and starts suggesting things
they could do together. Juan tells her he has plans with some friends and they could save the
suggestions for another time. She is fragile and sensitive although they’ve been clear about their
arrangements. She finally tells Juan that she is pregnant and wants to keep it. He doesn’t know
how to react, he agrees to break the plans with his friends and spend the evening with her but he
will need time to think about this on his own later. Out of desperation, now thinking of a family
to support, he takes the talent show hosting gig his old boss offered him.

Juan is in an office meeting with the producer for a show he auditioned for. The producer tells
him sorry he didn’t get the last part but he thought of him for a show he’s working on now. It’s a
pilot for a show that’s shooting in New York, still not a sure thing, it’s only a pilot but it could be
a very good opportunity and New York is a great place for him to be, etc.

Juan is at home with Irene; they’re discussing their plans. He tells her he wants to focus on
getting a real job, acting is not working out for him he needs to be able to provide, his family will
be here now, they can help with the baby. Because he’s being so good about it she breaks down
and tells him the truth. She’s not pregnant, she just wanted him to want her, wanted something
more serious with him, etc. Juan takes the pilot and makes arrangements to move to New York.
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Marvin, 24, Hialeah

Juan is at a bar after he’s done with his final shoot for the novela. Marvin comes to the bar and
asks the bartender to speak to the owner. He recognizes Juan from the novela, telling him he
watches it every week with his grandma. Juan tells him he won’t be seeing him any longer.
Marvin sympathizes with him and asks him what he’ll be working on next. Juan tells him about
the talent show. Marvin tells him he heard about the show and promotes a rapper Young Marv,
a.k.a Starvin’ Marvin. He asks Juan to put a word in for him. The bartender returns and asks
Marvin what he’d like to speak to the owner about. He tells him he has a business proposition for
him. The bartender tells him the owner is tired of talking to him and he’s already told him
several times that he’s not going to let Young Marv host an event at the bar.

Marvin is on the bus going to work. He works at a retail store similar to Express at Westland
Mall. He’s an hour and a half late, tries to clock in and the clock won’t let him. He carries on
working. A group of young women come into the store, he approaches them trying to be suave.
The girls are uncomfortable and ask to speak to the manager. Marvin tries to use his charm to
convince them not to. The manager, seeing the commotion, comes over and apologizes to the
customers, they leave. He pulls Marvin aside telling him he was not able to clock in today for a
reason, he’s always late, he barely works, makes the customers uncomfortable, and doesn’t abide
by the correct dress code for the store. He is fired.
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Marvin picks him up from work and Marvin tells him that he found some guys that are going to
hook him up with some coke and weed, enough to flip and make the money to record a good
demo. Marvin doesn’t believe him but humors him. Marvin assures him that these guys have a
reputation. They own a farm in homestead that’s the front for their business.

Marvin borrows his dad’s car to go to homestead. Marvin brings his gun. As they’re driving
there Marvin asks how Marvin found out about these guys, he says they had an ad on craigslist
“they said they had the most exotic perico (parrots) y Borrego (sheep)…sin pulgas (without
fleas)….”. Marvin is angry, he tells him he’s stupid for setting up a drug deal via craigslist, the
guys could be cops. Marvin tells him “it’s all good” he’s been texting with the guys all week.
Marvin is nervous but goes along with it because he half doesn’t believe Marvin is telling the
truth.

When they arrive there’s a long entrance to a house. They are stopped at a gate with surveillance.
They are let in and met by two men in casual black uniform. They ask for Miguel and Vicente,
the men lead them to an office.

The men ask them to have a seat and wait. When they leave Marvin and Marvin start looking
around. The office looks expensive, Marvin starts thinking maybe Marvin’s not lying after all. In
the drawer at the desk they find a small personal stash of cocaine and a small handgun. Marvin is
nervous but tries to hide it and tells Marvin he’s glad he brought his gun. Marvin tells him the
gun is registered to his cousin who is on parole and doesn’t want to get into any trouble.
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Miguel walks in and apologizes that Vicente couldn’t be there, he was hurt doing some business
and is in the hospital recovering, nothing too serious. He asks if they’d like to go back to the barn
and see the goods. Marvin and Marvin say yes, they try to appear as though they know what
they’re doing, but clearly don’t. Marvin says he should go back to the car because he left the
money there. Miguel tells him it’s ok he can see the product first and then they can make
arrangements.

They get in a golf cart and start driving back towards the barn, they get off just outside and
Miguel starts to tell them about the quality of the product, Marvin breaks out the gun and points
it at Miguel, Miguel puts his hands up, Marvin is freaking out but trying to keep face.

Marvin tells him he doesn’t have any money but they have to make this deal. Miguel tells him
not to worry they can work something out. Marvin doesn’t really know how to handle a gun and
it shows, Miguel is nervous about this and makes a move to disarm Marvin, Marvin jumps in.
They pistol whip Miguel and he passes out. They shoot the barn door open and a herd of wellgroomed sheep runs out. There are also several large cages of parrots. They look around
frantically and find nothing else.

Marvin runs in, grabs a cage, and signals Marvin to run out. They jump in the golf cart and take
off back to their car. At home Marvin sits next to his grandma watching Novelas. A cage with
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parrots sits next to them. His grandma complains that they’re loud and they smell. He tells her
not to worry he’s trying to sell them.

The End.
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